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Green Outfit
by scress

I am not sure if there is already an answer to this question within another thread or not and if so sorry: What
performance/TV Special is the green outfit from where Dusty sang IDWTHIA, I believe from 1969? Is it on
Youtube? If not, does footage exist? I see stills from it on other threads. Thanks. Sean

Re: Green Outfit
by scress

Here is what I am talking about:

Re: Green Outfit
by daydreamer

The photo is a still from Gala-Abend der Schallplatte (Pop) Berlin 1969, Dusty was in great voice and supported
by a big orchestra which seemed to bring out the best in her. The venue on the other hand, was like a huge,
soul-less gymnasium! She sang Come Back to Me, Son of a Preacher Man and I Close My Eyes and Count to Ten
(but not IDWTHIA). I wouldn't imagine it's on YouTube as there would be a copyright issue but it is available on
the Dusty in Deutschland DVD.

She did wear that outfit on The Hollywood Palace TV special hosted by Robert Goulet. On that show she did
perform (mimed?) IDWTHIA, plus SOAPM and sang a duet with Goulet.

Re: Green Outfit
by donellac

Wow Carole, that is amazing! Your knowledge of Dusty's appearances, I mean.   

Did you just take that off the top of your head, or did you have to look it up?

Re: Green Outfit
by daydreamer

Some things stick in my head more than others Donella! Plus, I've watched the DVD recently. I did have to
check back for the spelling though 

Re: Green Outfit
by scress

As always, Carole, awesome. Thank you, so much, for the info. 
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